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How to integrate jenkins with webhook [2]

Serving Gifs With Discord Bot - Reading Time: 12 Mins [3]

Python Snippet 1: More Uses For Else [4]

Python Celery Guide [5]

Python String Find() [6]

PyCharm 2019.2 Beta #2 [7]

It hasn?t been long since we published PyCharm 2019.2 Beta, and now we?re ready to share
with you the second Beta build! The final release date is getting closer and closer, and while
you wait, give PyCharm 2019.2 Beta #2 a go! Get the PyCharm 2019.2 Beta build from our
website and try all the latest functionality.

Vimrc Tutorial [8]

In this article, we?re going to dive deep into the vimrc file of Vim. Once you?re inside the
vimscript, it?s easy to mess things up. That?s why this rule of thumb will always be helpful in
your journey with Vim. Don?t put any line in vimrc that you don?t understand.

CPU atomics and orderings explained [9]

Sometimes the question comes up about how CPU memory orderings work, and what they do.
I hope this post explains it in a really accessible way.

You can't say Go without Google ? specifically, our little logo, Chocolate Factory insists [10]

Back in 2009, Google chose to name its latest programming language Go, a decision that is
still giving it a migraine
It could have called it "Google Go" to avoid confusion with Frank McCabe's Go!
programming language. Despite criticism, it didn't do so. After almost a year of online
grumbling, Google software engineer Russ Cox, in 2010, closed GitHub Issue #9, dismissing
the complaints as "unfortunate."
And the headaches over the thing's name still won't go away (no pun intended.) Last week,
Google rebuffed a request to remove its logo from the Go website, golang.org, a change
supported by some developers who feel Google takes Go developers for granted.
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